
PARTAYGARAGE Wind weight 

Installation  & Examples 
One Wind Weight Kit for a 50 inch wide PARTAY Panel has a  two piece Wind Weight, 3 wing nuts and Two Laminated Safety Walk Thru Signs with Clips 

Note:  All Assembly Techniques are Proprietary to 
PARTAYGARAGE and cannot be copied or replicated 
for use with any Climate Barrier Screen Technology 

PARTAYGARAGE  
P.O. Box 79178, Houston Texas 77279 

Contact: info@partaygarage.com   
713-628-5554 

1.  Locate pair of pre-perforated holes in two 
center slats of a 50” PARTAY Panel.  Push Weight 
piece , with protruding studs, center stud, thru 
the  two holes with the stud facing away from 
the garage door.   Place the Weight piece with 

holes only, center hole, over the center stud  and 
loosely secure a wing nut on the center stud. 

2.  Locate and push the two outboard studs of the 
Weight thru the pair of pre-perforated holes in two 

outer slats of a 50” PARTAY Panel, both sides 
respectfully.  Make sure that the  slats stay in their 
front/back/front/back respective positions. Loosely 

secure wing nuts on both of the outer studs. 

3. Arrange the slats in a balanced way so the 
overlaps are uniform and the panel drapes in a 

smooth fashion.  Next secure the  wing nuts snug 
in position to contain the panel as one unit. 

4.  Clip on the Walk Thru  
Signs, slightly below eye 
level, to the second slat 

from the outboard slat of 
the Weighted Panel.  Have 
the arrow pointing in the 

direction where no weight is 
below it as shown. 

Safe,   
Trip Free 
Passage 
Location 

is now Clearly 
defined for  

PARTAY 
TIME! 

9, 10, and 18 foot wide doors utilize a narrow 26” wide panel.  This small 
panel has minimal wind losses so weights for such are special order only.  

Wind Weights assemble as per above with the 26” panel in between. Now 
passage can be made with little motion of the wind weights. 

Gentlemen ~ Start Your PARTAY ENGINES ! !  

Double 10’ Doors Inside  Outside Outside with Garage Doors Closed 

PARTAYGARAGE Wind Weight Kits improve the thermal efficiency of the PARTAYGARAGE System in blustery/windy 
conditions.  Assemble the Kits as directed noting that SAFETY WALK THRU SIGNS MUST BE USED ! ! 

The Wind Weight Kits fall under the Hold Harmless Agreement of PARTAYGARAGE products.  

If, for whatever reason, the Wind Weight System is not working safely and safe passage is 
Misunderstood, remove the Wind Weights Immediately! 
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